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Work shop
Week visits to Project Search from Ruth and Eden Scott see on pages 4 and 5.
Hi everyone, before the Easter holidays the interns did interview days with Ruth, Eden Scott and some of them went with Kevin, Kelly and Andrew to Martin’s Super Quiz in Stonehaven.

We have now selected our next 12 interns for 2015-16 Project SEARCH.

After the break, we had our 2nd Meet the Interns event. The Interns have started their 3rd internships, 3 of which are external internships at NHS (Health Village and ARI) and Entier.

By Lisa Mant
“David has completed the tasks we have given him accurately and with minimal supervision. He gets on well with the team and has shown a willingness to learn.” Graeme Euington, Supervisor – IT Services

“Duncan carries out all aspects of his job well and fully, his communication is first class and social skills are very good. I wish some of our men were as good!” Alan Stark, Maintenance Chargehand, University of Aberdeen

“Jack is a great addition to the team, he has followed instruction and quickly memorised the system and what is required of him.” Sharon Taylor, Office Manager

“Kieran is a very likeable young man, he likes to keep busy and never afraid of hard work.” Bernie Reid, Porter, University of Aberdeen.

“Michael fitted straight into the team, gets on well with other staff, manages all tasks we give him without support and asks for further tasks when needed.” Richard Massie, Chargehand, UoA.

“Ryan has fantastic IT skills, and completes tasks with great efficiency” Brenda Brown, Senior Information Ass.

“Connor is very willing to learn; he listens to instructions and is very polite to all members of staff.” Ronnie Clark, Mechanical Assistant.

“Craig listens well and takes on much of what is explained to him even when it is more advanced. He has always been very pleasant and appropriate and able to work on his own carrying out tests.” Mike, Electrical Technician.

“George lifts spirits on his arrival and continues to do so all shift long! The porters speak highly of him and he seems to have fitted in well with everyone.” Alan Duncan, Supervisor.

“Jack is very good at performing tasks that require accuracy and attention to detail; he works well to time constraints and deadlines.” Alison Klaase, Information Assistant.
Workshop Week visit to Project SEARCH

Interview preparation session on 1st of April

Ruth one of our mentors came to help prepare the Interns for an interview. She got them to interview each other.
Workshop Week visit to Project SEARCH

Mock Interview day on 2nd of April

Hazel and Lucy from Eden Scott came to do mock interviews with the interns giving them great feedback
Super Quiz Night in aid of Project SEARCH

On Friday 3rd of April in Stonehaven Town Hall. The event was hosted by Martin. Ryan, Duncan, David and Craig came along with Kevin, Andrew for Project SEARCH and Kelly.
Meet the Interns event

On Wednesday 22nd of April Project search held the event at the King’s Pavilion. Neva welcome those who came along, showing the intern’s video CVs. After which they meet the interns at each station’s table who was showing them their job profiles that had been created. Heather finished off the day by thank people for coming.
Intern Of the Month is:

Piyaboht Because he has been chosen for an Student Achievement Award to presented at North East Scotland College on Thursday 7th of May.
What’s up in the next few months

- Drake Music Event with Project SEARCH on 25 of May
- Project SEARCH Graduation 2015 on Friday 3rd of July